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V-HAWK
VIRUS - Health And Wellbeing checKer
General Information
V-HAWK is a simple questionnaire that collects information about people’s health (influenza virus
related symptoms, COVID-19 status, health related quality of life, long standing health conditions,
treatments being used). It is brief and simple to administer.
The latest version of the V-HAWK survey and instructions for its administration are available free of
charge on this website. Please ensure that anyone administering V-HAWK reads these instructions.
The layout and wording of V-HAWK should not be changed.

Instructions for use
We recommend that that V-HAWK is completed weekly during epidemics. Although, it can of course
be completed more or less frequently as required.
V-HAWK can be completed as part of a consultation with a health practitioner or completed by a
member of the public as part of a survey.

FAQs
What is the origin of this questionnaire?
This was created by researchers in March 2020 in order to collect information needed to tackle the
COVID-19 Pandemic. The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information from both patients
and members of the public in order to assess (influenza virus related symptoms, COVID-19 status,
health related quality of life, long standing health conditions, treatments being used). It is brief and
simple to administer. This questionnaire will help researchers:
• Assess the prevalence of COVID-19 in the general population
• Obtain information on treatments/ strategies being used
• Assess the impact of COVID and treatments/ strategies being used on health and healthrelated quality of life.
Has this questionnaire been validated?
No, this has been created by researchers in March 2020 in order to collect information needed to
tackle the COVID-19 Pandemic. However, we have included EQ-5D-3L which asks about healthrelated quality of life.
How do I participate?
I am a health provider or practitioner: V-HAWK is available to health practitioners to use manually
or on-line by registering with Health Hawk and downloading the forms or by then signing up to the
National Health Study, Health Provider Platform. https://hawk.health/health-practitioners/
I am member of the public: V-HAWK is available on-line for members of the public to complete
https://hawk.health/public/.

